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BOXIN G SHOW TONIGHT

Hfeefclu

COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC
Stockton, California

RESEARCH NEVER ENDS
AS GRADS GO FOR THESES

(See Sports)

Vol. 5$

Ding Dong

Archania Bell
Chosen

APRIL 17, 1959 — 21

Mardi Gras Plans
Now Underway

The Mardi Gras committee,
Daniel Webster High School, is
headed
by Stella Barker and com
doing a "Study of the relationship
Epsilon Lambda Sigma pledge
posed of representatives from
between junior high school pupils'
nine various campus organiza
radio listening and TV viewing Linda Elise Stagg became the
tions is beginning preparations
habits and their school grades." 29th Belle of Archania as a cli
for COP's traditional Mardi Gras
max to preference day activities
In Physics, Ralph D. Mills' title for the sororities and the semi-an
Festival, to be held on the week
of his thesis is "Modified Method nual Belle Function of Alpha Kap
end of May 8-9.
of Measurement of Light Velocity pa Phi.
Among the activities being
using a Kerr Cell." In Asian Stu
planned by the committee are a
Linda, chosen from among 64
dies, Edward A. Raleigh, Dean of
barbeque and Coronation Rally to
Administration, Stockton College, sorority pledges, is a freshman
be held the evening of May 8, and
is doing work on his doctoral dis majoring in liberal arts.
a carnival and Mardi Gras Ball to
sertation on "American Influenc
take place Saturday, May 9.
Mel McKinney began the pro
To add to the festivities of the
es upon Democracy in the Middle gram by introducing housemoth
ers of the sororities and past
catnival-ball combination, each
A thesis can be highly special East."
living group will be requested to
ized on the one hand, and yet uni
Representing all fields, COP Belles, after which the men of Ar
sponsor and decorate a Mardi
versal on the other. But any little has students in every department chania serenaded their house
: Gras Booth. The evening of the
effort, when added to others in doing some form of research. In mother, Mrs. Dubois.
1 dance prizes will be awarded to
that same field, can complete and English, Jean Marie Anderson,
Entertainment preceding the
the living groups having the best
make up a most extra-ordinary teacher at Edison High, is prepar announcement included songs by
, booths and to individuals wearing
picture. The making of the atom ing a thesis on the "Humor in the Alpha Theta Tau and Epsilon
the most outstanding costumes.
bomb began when life began. Writings of William Faulkner." Lambda Sigma, and a skit by Tau
Representing their living
Small bits of information and re In Music, L Catherine Ware, Kappa Kappa. Mel Slocum gave a
groups in preliminary planning
search which grew over the years teacher in North Forks, is writing brief history of the Belle Function
The Pacific Weekly wishes are the following students: »
created the picture which we have a thesis on "Teaching Music to and Bill McGregor, president of
Queen Chairman, Bob Webster,
to
relate its sincere condolence
today. And it is still growing.
Archania,
made
the
final
an
the Modoc Indians of Madera
Alpha Kappa Phi; Publicity, Ruth
on
the
death
of
Mr.
Morris,
op
In the field of Education, wide County," which includes record nouncement.
erator of the College Book Miller, Zeta Phi, and Barry Mayrange implications can come out ings of native Indian music. And
McGregor presented Miss Stagg
field, Alpha Kappa Lambda; Car
Store.
of Sture Larsson's thesis on the in the Physical Education Depart with a bell-shaped medallion, a
nival Booths, Ted Lake, Men's Jntopic of "Federal Assistance to ment, Ray Kring, phys. ed. teach crown, and a bouquet of flowers.
ter-Dorm Council; Beard Contest,
Education in Localities affected er and coach, is doing an "Histor The new Belle is from Forest
Randy Smith, Delta Upsilon; Car
Assistant Business
by Federal Activities." Mr. Lars- ical Study and Analysis of the Grove, Oregon. The blond-haired,
nival Chairman, Dan Poynter,
son is currently the principal of Pole Vault."
blue-eyed Belle was a homecom
Rho Lambda Phi; Decorations,
Manager Appointed Ginger
the Senior Elementary School,
Ivers, and Pat Beson, Wo
What may come from these ing princess last fall.
Lincoln Unified School District, theses and dissertations, remains
men's Residence Hall; Nomina
T o COP Staff
in Stockton.
tion Rally, Frankie Dewey, Alpha
in the future. Research still goes
The appointment of Lloyd C. Theta Tau; Bids and Chaperones,
Donald Greer, COP '49, present on, research will always go on,
Stuckey of Stockton, a California Sharon Droskovick, Manor Hall;
ly a major in the U.S. Air Force, for we can never have all the an
Public accountant, as assistant Barbecue, Carlo Michelotti, Phi
is working on his master's degree swers.
business manager of the College Delta Chi, and Shiela Phillips, Tau
and doing a thesis on "Economic
Once again the time has come
of the Pacific was announced re Kappa Kappa.
Problems Related to the Strategic
to begin thinking about who will j cently by President Robert E.
Air Command." William M. Hill,
be your PSA officers for the year
radio announcer and teacher in
DEAN POTTER TO
of 1959-60. The election commit Burns.
tee, headed by Dick Burkes, has Stuckey will join the staff of A T T E N D C O N F A B
By chartered bus, Pacific's A met and set the dates for the can Robert R. Winterberg, COP busi
ROOM RESERVATION
Dr. Willis N. Potter, dean of
Cappella Choir departed early last didates to sign up and for the ness manager, on Thursday (April
DEADLINE IS APRIL 29
16). Currently the new assistant graduate studies, will leave next
Sunday morning, 37 strong, on election.
is office manager for Braley's. week for Chicago, where he will
Room reservations for the Fall the first lap of the group's an
The dates for signing up are Stockton Automobile Agency, and represent COP in the Midwest
nual
goodwill
tour.
semester 1959 are being received
April 20 through 24, and elections has held similar positions with Conference on Graduate Study
This tour is the 24th Spring will take place on April 30 and 31. the Elder Motor Company here
in the office of the Director of
and Research on April 20 and 21.
Housing, Quonset C. The deadline trek for the group led by J. Rus Officers to be elected at this time aim
and Henry
iicmj von Berg
» Motor Sales
— i At the annual conference will
is April 24, 1959. Evidence points sell Bodley, dean of the music are president, vice president, sec of Manteca. He also has been a | ^ representatjves from over 100
to a record breaking enrollment conservatory. Richard Robertson retary, treasurer, social chairman, salesman for the Cal-Farm Insur-1
and universities. The profor next year so you are urged to is tour manager.
rally commissioner, and the soph ance Company in Manteca.
I gram wjy include national speaktake ..care., of ..your ..reservation
Soloists during this tour are omore, junior, and senior class
During World War II, Stuckey i ers and discussions on research,
Promptly in order to be assured of Hildegarde Sabrowsky, soprano; representatives.
was in military service as chief of problems of graduate schools, and
space in your preferred residence Virginia Tucker, alto; Bill Thomp
Along with the election of offi stock accounting for the San Ber- improving programs. The represon, Buck Townsend, and Ernie cers will be election of Mardi Gras nardino Engineering Depot of the sentatives will also discuss admisQueen, .Ugly Man, Galen Laack U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
s[on 0f advanced candidates, exVrenios, tenors.
CSTA MEETING
A native of Manteca, he gradu- aminations, and preparations of
Our singing ambassadors have Award for the outstanding senior
MONDAY
athlete, and the Honor Code.
been following this schedule:
ated from Manteca Union High such students to graduate schools.
School
and received the Associate
Last
Sunday—evening
concert
On Wednesday, April 29 at 7:00
he next meeting of CSTA will
Dn Monday evening, April 20, in Bishop; Monday—morning con p.m. there will be a rally in the of Arts degree from Modesto Jun
f:15 p.m. on the second floor cert in Burroughs High School of conservatory. At this time cam ior College. He has done further j THE SOPHOMORE GEN
China Lake, evening concert in paign speeches will be given by business administration study at;
he Anderson Y.
Humphrey's College.
ERAL CULTURE TEST
art of the program will be en- Porterville Memorial Auditorium ALL those who are running for
Stuckey is a member of Grace
as
part
of
the
Methodist
Church's
offices.
Candidates
for
Mardi
ainment presented by the FuBE GIVEN IN THE
? Teachers Club of Stockton centennial observance; Tuesday— Gras Queen and Ugly Man will Methodist church here and of the WILL
I
McFall-Grisham
Post
American
Mojave
High
School
in
the
morn
also be introduced.
lege. During the program the
AUDITORIUM, APRIL 23,
ckton College members will ing, Edwards Air Force Base in
If you are interested in running i Legion in Manteca. He and Mrs. |
I Stuckey with their two children,
the
evening;
Wednesday-Wil
; their reasons for wanting to
for a PSA office, don't forget,
1959, AT 8:30 A.M.
liam S. Hart High, Newhall, in April 20 through 24 are the sign Sally, 9. and Barbara, 11, reside
sme teachers.
the morning, San Pedro Presby up dates.
—Sue Scrivener at 10 W. Churchill.
.11 those who are interested in
terian Church in the evening.
-hing are invited to attend.

At least 100 graduate students
at COP are currently doing re
search in their respective fields
for both master's and doctorate
degrees. Research is and has al
ways been an integral part of the
academic plan, for, by definition,
research is a ' contribution to
knowledge. A thesis, or disserta
tion, then, should have some prac
tical value in the respective field
to the one undertaking the task,
and to increase the field of know
ledge for others.

PSA Election Dates
Set for April 30,31

CHOIR NOW ON
24th ANNUAL TOUR

m

Mimnm

*• W* i»' *
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ECONOMICS INSTITUTE TO BE OFFERED

Philosophy Club
To Present Speaker

Application forms were distribAn Economics Institute for 50
foreign graduate students in the uted in January to Deans of the
Can some people perceive fields of economics and agricult appropriate graduate schools,
events before they actually hap ural economics will be held this Chairmen of Departments of Eco
pen, or read the thoughts of other summer at the University of Colo nomics and Agricultural Econortipersons? Are ghosts a figment of rado, Boulder, Colorado, it was ics, Directors of Admissions and
Editor-in-Chief
Kirk E Scheufde the imagination, or is it conceiv announced today by the Institute Foreign Student Advisers. Partic
Business Manager
Robert ^\ebste able that they really exist? Do the of International Education. The ipating institutions and organizaJe5n ,¥
Assistant Editor
H n dead sometimes communicate program, which is the second of tions must submit their nom
Staff Advisor
James R. Morrison with the living?
three summer sessions, will again inations for admission to the InThese questions and others like be directed by Professor Wyn F. stitute of International Education,
K^r
Sports Editor
Salvadore c°rl®8 ^ them will be considered Wednes Owen of the University of Colo 1 East 67th Street, New York 2l'
Editor of Fine Arts
.
Thomas C. Cloud day, April 22, 7:00 p.m., at the rado and will operate from June New York before April 17, 1959'
Feature Editor
Gretchen Trenholm monthly meeting of the philoso 28 to August 29,1959.
Additional applications and infor
Copy Editor
i
"c"
° phy club to be held upstairs in The purpose of the Economics mation may be obtained from the
Circulation and Exchange Editor
-S^}dV Robinson Anderson "Y". The guest speaker,
Orientation Division of the Insti
Personnel Manager
Walt Christophersen Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer, is a Institute is to provide newly ar tute of International Education.
Public Relations Director
Bob Nielebeck man who, for over twenty years, rived students with concentrated
training in basic economic analy
Staff Photographer
iV K° f't dd,\fh has made inquiry into the field of sis and supplemental training in
Ritter, Former
Assistant Business Manager
Robert Laddish unusual and extraordinary events,
oral and written English. In addi
Assistant Feature Editor
R°m ^
including such strange occurrenction to the academic objectives, Vice-President, Dies
Assistant Sports Editor
George Aeisen
as extra-sensory perception,
the program includes an introduc
Published every Friday during the College year by the P"!"*J"po.YwA'ce" dematerialization of physical bod
One of the outstanding figures i
elation. Entered as second-class matter October 24. 1924, at the Post Ottice.
tion to the United States society
ies, pre-perception, and other un
Stockton* California under the Act of March 3, 1879.
in the 35 year history of the Col
and culture.
explained happenings that psy
lege of the Pacific on the Stock
The Economics Institute was
chologists have termed "para
ton campus died last week.
made possible by a grant from the
normal phenomena."
He was Ovid H. Ritter, execu
Foundation
and
developed
Ford
Dr. Dommeyer, speaking on
Editor of Pacific Weekly,
tive vice-president and comptrol
under
the
auspices
of
the
Interthe topic "Paranormal Phenome
Dear Sir:
,
University Committee of the ler from 1930 to 1953 when he re
As I am a history major here at Pacific, I was very proud and na: Fact, Fraud, or Fiction," pro
American Economic Association. tired.
happy to see the Pacific Weekly's new interest in historical study, mises to present to students of
Although unknown to the pres
It
is administered by the Institute
as displayed by last week's fine article under the the by-line of Mr. philosophy and psychology a stim
ent
generation of Pacific students,
of
International
Education
with
Dave Towell. While Mr. Towell may be no Herodotus or Thucydides, ulating subject for discussion.
the assistance of a Policy and Ad it was Mr. Ritter who was re
Dr.
Dommeyer,
an
outstanding
I was stirred by his masterful narrative.
visory Board of professors of eco sponsible more than any other
However, historical accuracy is a slippery item at best, and scholar, attended Brown Univers
nomics designated by the Ameri one person for the beauty of this
ity
where
he
received
his
Ph.D.
historians from Tacitus to Toynbe'e have had their revisionists,
campus. At the bottom of the
can
Economic Association.
beg leave, with no malice aforethought, to take that role with Mr. degree. He also received the hon
Eligible candidates must have great depression era he began the :
or
of
attending
Oxford
University
Towell.
been admitted to an educational program of landscaping that has
It is true beyond doubt that those ancient Archanians wor on a Rhode Island English Speak
institution in the United States made Pacific a landmark in the
ing
Fellowship
in
1933,
and
has
shipped their iron god several times a day. Yet I am surprised at
for a full academic year of gradu valley, one of its greatest public'
the omission of the fascinating tale of a city-state in close proximity taught at St. Lawrence University
ate study in 1959-60 in the fields relations assets.
for
the
last
14
years.
which was reported to have worshipped the oracles Beam and
A graduate of Stanford Univers
Those wishing to share in this of economics or agricultural eco
Walker seven days a week. (Editor's note: Ouch!)
ity, Mr. Ritter had many years of
nomics.
Students
who
began
their
Wednesday's
meeting
may
join
Likewise, the intercession of the constabulary warriors in the
experience in foreign trade man
black and white chariots, who, and I quote from Mr. Towell's piece the Philosophy club at their 6:00 studies (graduate or undergrade
agement and banking before com
ate)
in
the
United
States
before
p.m.
dinner
in
the
Anderson
Din
"lept from their chariots brandishing their swords," is questionable.
ing to Pacific. Here he founded
A more accurate report might be that they remained lounging in ing Hall. The dinner will be fol January, 1959, are ineligible.
All colleges and universities in the department of business ad
lowed
by
Dr.
Dommeyer's
presen
their chariots, smoking cigarettes.
the United States offering gradu ministration and built it to one
• I am a little reluctant to state my final observation, that of Mr, tation and a group discussion.
ate instruction in economics and of the leading academic divisions.
Towell's split infinitive when he wrote the words "to correctly
The beautiful Morris Chapel is
agricultural economics, govern
name". This crude violation of classic Greek rhetoric must surely
ment and international agencies, a tribute to Mr. Ritter and his
have been a printer's error.
and other institutions concerned love of Pacific. It was his intense
Nevertheless, Mr. Towell's article was fine journalism and
A meeting for all students plan with foreign students in the interest and constant work with'
$harp job of reporting. I only hope that the readers were stirred
ning to do student teaching dur United States are invited to re the architects and builders for
to a further inquiry into Greek history. They might be interested
ing the Fall semester will be held commend candidates for admis many months that resulted in
in the famous Peloponnesian Wars, raged between Sparta artd Ath
April 23, at 11 a.m.
sion. Students interested in at this near perfect example of tra
ens. The barbaric Spartans defeated the refined Athenians, but it
Those applying for elementary
is ironical that the basic foundations of our modern western cul placement will meet in Room 112 tending the summer program ditional gothic chapel design, rich;
ture, the very tenets of today's intelligence, we have inherited from Owen, and those applying for sec should make known their interest in the symbolism of the whole
to their university and ask to be history of the Christian church..
the vanquished Athens.
ondary placement will meet in considered for recommendation. After the building was dedicated
Respectfully,
Room 110 Owen.
Both full and partial scholar in 1942 he wrote the book describ-l
GEORGE FASEL
Everyone expecting to student ships are available for students ing the chapel and its symbolism
I certainly hope your spelling is correct . . . Ed.
teach next Fall must be in attend selected to attend.
in detail.
ance. Illness or extreme circum
stances are the only accepted ex
DR. A N D MRS. MEYER
cuses.
Inconveniences do not
ENTERTAIN KNOLENS
count. Excuses must be handed
in before April 23 to Mrs. Marion
Knolen members will be guests
O. Pease, who is in charge of plac
of Dr. and Mrs. Meyer on Sunday
ing elementary student teachers
afternoon, April 19, from 3 to 5,
or to Dr. Carl Lang, who is in
as a result of an WUS Auction
charge of placing secondary
purchase. Enjoying the afternoon
teachers.
As placements have to be made
Immediate Openings for 1959 Graduates
dessert will be Mrs. Tully Knoles,
before the end of the Spring sem
Mrs. Robert Burns, Dean Catherester, this meeting is of great im
me Davis, Miss Judy McMillin,
portance.
An on-the-job training program prepares young men and women
and nine Knolen members.

O. H.

Letters To The Editor

Coming Soon

LET'S HAVE

EXECUTIVE CAREERS
IN RETAILING

MORE

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

in a short time for executive positions in all phases of retailing.

YEAR IN EUROPE •

E

Two semester Study-Travel Program for under
graduates. Students take English taught courses

"Stockton's Garden Motel"

at the University of Vienna and live in Austrian

For Relaxing,
Quiet Atmosphere
8009 N. 99 HI WAY
GR 7-0287

MANOR HOUSE
"For Continental Dining"

Supper Dancing
Wed., Fri. & Sat. Nights
8103 N. 99 HI WAY
GR 7-4881
Both are located at one location
and are Easily Accessible by
Hammer Lane from COP

homes.

Includes 2 months of travel through 9

countries on three Study Tours.

Total Cost: $2080
| Price includes: Ocean transportation, room, board, tuition
and travel. Depart from U.S. on SS Ryndam, sailing
September 9, 1959.
Application Deadline: June 15, 1959

I INSTITUTE OF EUROPEAN STUDIES
CHICAGO 1, ILL.

I
address
city

L* school

state

Attractive salaries
Rapid advancement
Job security
Liberal benefits
Employee discounts
Come and talk with Miss Mary Kearney, Personnel Superin
tendent, at the Placement Bureau, Friday, April 24.

During

your interview she will be happy to answer any of your questions.

I

| 35 E. WACKER

I

SEND THIS
COUPON
TODAY FOR
DETAILED
BROCHURE.

Walnut Creek
H a yw a r d
Oakland
El C e r r i t o
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tfnd

° l ' P r i n t e r ' sDevilsl

c

The TV quiz program format
» Proving a valuable public rela
—The Weekly Staff
tions tool for colleges since the
ebut of the weekly show, "ColBy WALT CHRISTOPHERSEN
It one uninitiated in the ways
lege Bowl," according to Producer of the press should happen to
Another
issue
of
Another issue of the "Pacific Weaklv" „„h «
John Cleary.
p for another
column . . . Actually,Iguess we shnnia, •/ ,
wander Into the Pacific Weekly
w th'nk °UF Show 15 makine "»e
^
**
s vehicle for our
office during rush hour, it might
3
h'"hei etiu<a'ion.
thin'"u'l"eness
- This paper
paper ls
is rea
really
a of wharc ^ °
very powerful and useful thine
r.JT'
"-> a
perhaps appear to him that ther
ot
S it. And there^s almost^no e'nd
Tt
"°
* the whole
f°.Its "^'ulnesa. For
18 as
chaotic
(pardon
the expression)
it
makes
an
excellent
as
Ford
"
intakes an exceUent blotter for UquTds Ln^
(l.
example
Foundations Fund for the A™
mess. Perhaps a second, more ac
,h"
vancement of Education."
~
The program matches two col- curate, look, would reveal the
ege teams of outstanding stu- spot of calm that most certainly
entA each Sunday afternoon on is there ... the society corner prei
Pardon u. it we laugh too loudly „ Mort W v' ,,C T,n">"»? the CBS-TV network. The show's
sided over by Miss Martha Metz I wi;tl
. .
irl,
Mil I960." subtitled -Look
J AuTer^
, ,
, social whirling being done on
popularity and the campus en
at
hls
usl
'er,
commonly
known
as
Marty!
campus.
best, commenting on everv «nhi<w <•
«al
generates are de
y SUbjeCt from mononucleosis to Mickey thusiasm it
Mouse.
scribed in the current (April 11)
Marty's calmness and quiet-1 Marty's major is radio and teleissue of TV Guide magazine.
Each
of
the
'VP*
efficiency can be contrasted vision and she has hopeful plans
indusiTya "IvVcarri'L-k ' music To^ ^*Craze ,hat hit thp record
general bedlam of
w
the for work at CBS Television City
Destroy the World By," «Music fo Drill^o^lEl r k» "MU8'C '° the ardent supporter

•—

Si"-

to Feed Three Hundred Hungry Eskimos With OrigUf/kettV C^U body. In an editing match£ifa? n"™ T
K
Be"y Crocktype to actually come out was an LP Z'T ,°' *" ** °f thi*
^^
entitled, "Music to Listen to Barney KessfTBv» T T'TKeSSe''
1
by
swedngT "' T* "
R"0'
ne« 5553
Same time Chrysler Corporation featured record players as optio'na!
equipment on some of their cars. Thev.should h '
J
°',tio,,al
m
"Vou would hawe^hotight J
'h° g""ral
go with it called, "Music to Change Tires B "
* reC°rd t0
was a football player who kicked
a field goal to win the game in the
Writers Conference
closing seconds," Cleary com
Set for Cat Western
mented. "The 900 kids in the Ev
anston (HI.) auditorium broke
The second annual Writer's
into a cheer that might have been
Conference on the campus of Cal
Final opportunities of the year heard all the way back on the
ifornia Western University has to file in the Federal Service En Columbia campus in New York."
Questions used on the "College
been set for July 18 to July 31, trance Examination have been an
professor Carl Glick, conference nounced by Bernard Rosen, Direc Bowl" cover all learning areas
director, announced today.
tor of the Twelfth U. S. Civil Serv said Cleary. "There is no way
ice
Regional Office in San Fran they can bone up in any specific
A staff of 17 prominent writers
cisco.
An intensive recruitment category. Sometimes the wording
ire- headed by several nationally
drive
is
underway at colleges in of the question proves to be the
known authors will make up the
California
and Nevada to attract stumper. One kid was asked to
teaching faculty during the 14-day
seniors
and
graduate students to sing the words to Tom Dooley.'
session, Glick reported. Campus
this
popular
career program be He flubbed because he spoke the
residence halls will be available
words," Cleary said.
fore
April
23,
closing date for ap
for those wishing accommoda
plications.
tions and the University Com
spection and library science.
mons will be open for meals, he
Open to all college majors, suc
Donald M. Robbins, Recruiting
said. All sessions will be held on cessful candidates will be con
Representative for the Twelfth
the 140-acre campus, cooled by the sidered for a wide variety of pro
U.S. Civil Service Region, urges
sea breezes atop beautiful Point fessional, management, adminis seniors and graduates to file an
ith Loma.
trative and technical opportuni application before March 26 for
for
ties. Nearly 400 career openings competition scheduled on April
Last
year
171
persons
regis
in
are predicted for college seniors
ra- tered for the first highly success at federal activities in California 11 and before April 23 for final
competition of the year to be giv
ful
conference
and
more
are
ex
Ich
and Nevada, a majority of which
)le acted this summer for the na will be in the fields of personnel en on May 9, 1959.
Applications, copies of the
:h. tionally advertised event. On the and administrative management,
FSEE announcement, and further
agenda
will
be
five
lectures,
10
ed
digital computation, social secur
fe round-table discussions, and four ity administration, air traffic con information concerning the pro
gram may be obtained from your
rn workshop groups. A varied pro- trol, recreation, food and drug inCollege
Placement Office.
gran of recreational activities

"*** ^

er Recipes Approved By Duncan Hmo* a .. A

J

3,6 15 a senlor'

,lonal radio and
^aternity. She is also an active member
of Knolens, senior women's hon
orary.
,

Closing Drive For
Federal Recruits

LOW-COST
STUDENT
TOURS

TO EUROPE

1

will also be available.
Literature on the Writer's Con
ference can be secured by writ
ing the director at California
Western University, 3902 Lomaland Dr., San Diego 6, California.

TYPEWRITERS
Adding
Machines

HAWAII
Summer Session

s49500

Departing

RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
Weekly — Monthly — Quarterly
Standard, Portable and Electric
Models, All Makes

June 21st

EASY BUDGET TERMS
LOW RENTAL RATES
Open Thurs. Eves. Until 9:00 o'clock

! BUSINESS MACHINES
"4 N. California

HO 5-5881

liUiimiuumiiinii

Returning
August 4th

Outrigy
igger

Canoe Ridi
Cruise
ML Tantalus Tour
Circle Island Tour
Kofco Head Tour
Glass Bottom Boat Excursion
Pearl
I K
Harbor

Send For Full information—Free 20 Pag* Catalogue

r—:
i
J FREE

Sanffozzquin

Introduction Parties
Luau
Beach Picnics
Swim Parties
Catamaran Cniist
City Tour
Plus Many More

j Please send full
[ information on Hawaii
I Summer Program to:

t.

As low as $787 from New York . . . 40 days
Now Pan Am is offering a fabulous series of special student

An Exciting Summer of Travel ond Fun Includes
Round Trip Transportation
Aloha Greetings
Transfers to Residence
Excellent Accommodations
Reception Party
Orientation Meeting

1

tours that feature the new Boeing 707 Jet Clippers*—

6 Weeks

As Late As

or
JET CUPPER

world's fastest airliners—between New York and Europe.
Tours include transportation, hotel accommodations,
sightseeing and many meals.
Of all the areas of the world, Europe is best suited to
the type of unusual, adventurous travel you want. There
are literally dozens of tours for you to choose from, many
offering academic crediu. And what's more, there's
plenty of free time left for you to roam about on your own.
^ From Midwest and West Coast Cities, other direct
Pan Am services are available on radar-equipped, Douglasbuilt "Super-7" Clippers.
Call your Travel Agent, Pan American, or send in the
coupon below for full information. -n.«.. m mv « r i p .
Send to:

UNIVERSITY STUDY TOURS

George Gardner, Educational Director,
Pan American, Box 1908,N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Dr. Robert E. Cralle
2275 Mission Street
San Francisco, California

Please send free Pan Am Hotidaf M05 book
let on Special Student Tours to Europe.
JUi-

Name

Name.

Address.
-Zone

School.

VAIencia 4-0700

State.

Stn*t_

&

City—
-WORLD'S MOST EXPERIENCED AIRLINE-

J
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NEWS FROM THE GREEKS
By SUE TALBOT

ALPHA THETA TAU

-

Presently, Ladies of Alpha Thete are in the process of planning
an open house for Parents' Day. At 4:30 in the afternoon parents,
guests, and alumni will be welcomed at the sorority house and served
coffee and cake.
Alpha Thete's lucky eleven pledges include: Dee Dee Adams,
Judy Berry, Norma Frost, Judy Hanshue, Marilyn Holappa, Susan
McCaughey, Barbara Madden, Sara Nelson, Janice O'Donnell, Marlene Rowett, and Kathy Townsend.
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA

Epsilon's "booming" twenty-nine are: Pepper Andrews, Marina
Anichkov, Bev Baker, Mary Bollinger, Susan Brock, Maries Burk,
Mary Burr, Pat Clark, Pat Coffey, Martie Easterbrook, Bebe Hart,
Ann Hockman,'Leslie Hoff, Patti Kelly, Mitzie Kirk, Judy Leach,
Mary Beth Lee, Betty McClusky, Marsha MacDonnell, Janice Marbot, Joan Moore, Susan Palmer, Judy Polach, Vicke Pratt, Charlene
Robinson, Judy Shaw, Linda Stagg, Marsha White, and Loretta
Wright.
Joland Fink has been selected pledge mother, and pledge class
officers include: Susan Brock, president; Pepper Andrews, vice pres
ident; and Charlene Robinson, secretary-treasurer.
Pledge duties began Tuesday, April 14th, under the direction of
Kathy Morrison, past pledge class president.
TAU KAPPA KAPPA

Preparations are being made for Parents' Day, April 25th, by
Tau Kappa membership. A luncheon and open house is planned for
parents and friends of members and pledges. Judy Barklow is gen
eral chairman.
_
Barbara Bayha, Lei Brower, and Carrie Jones will hostess TK
girls who are attending the Soph Doll Dance tonight, April 17th.
Tau Kappa's top two dozen include: Susan Agee, Sandy Aulman,
Elise Austin, Martha Ball, Claire Carlson, Stephani Doran, Joyce
England, Louise Good, Judi Henderson, Pat Lillie, Bonnie Mohme,
Carolee Powers, Sandi Reed, Ann Reedall, Teddy Schleicher, Sharon
Sharp, Suzie Swift, Maurine Terrell, Gretchen Trenholm, Claire
Trimingham, Karen Wacker, Abby Wasserman, Judy White, and
Ronalee Williams.
ZETA PHI

Friday, April 10th, Zeta Phi members treated their pledge class
of fourteen to dinner at Minnie's. Under the direction of Gail Terwilliger, pledge captain, the mischievous fourteen include: Sue
Besson, Joan Edwards, Bonnie Ferrin, Alice Harris, Linda Huffman,
Joyce Kelly, Betty Kirkpatrick, Susan Mossier, Nancy Pilgrim, Mar
ian Porterfield, Shirley Pylant, Gaynel Smith, Sandra Underwood,
and Betty Ann Yoshimura.
ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA

A small fire causing approximately $40 worth of damage broke
out in the utility room of Alpha Kappa Lambda Saturday, April 11th.
Only two members were in the house at the time, but the Stockton
Fire Department came to their rescue in time and drenched the
flames. The cause of the fire is unknown.
Friday, April 10th, Alpha Kappa Lambda took their pledge
sneak. Members were captured and taken to a local slaughter house.
Newly elected officers of Alpha Kappa Lambda are: Walt Che
ney, president; Bob Small, vice president; and Jim Nixon, treasurer.
ALPHA KAPPA PHI

Archania's traditional "Belle Function," held April 10th, was
climaxed by the crowning of Linda Stagg. This was preceded by an
introduction of honored guests and a brief history of the Belle Func
tion by Mel Slocum. Entertainment was given by members of each
sorority house, and refreshments were served. The ceremony and
choosing of the Belle was under the direction of Mel McKinney.
Bright-eyed Linda, an Epsilon Lambda Sigma pledge, hails from
Forest Grove, Oregon, and has not declared her major. She has many
interests and is presently engaged in her many pledging duties.

Less and Less
The newsmakers—the "Iess-and-less" look for a more-and-more
beautiful exposure. Catalina adds just the right amount of intrigue to
let you bask in the glory of the sun, and yet emerge from the water
with the fascination of a sea nymph.
(a) Next to Nothing, Cover-Up with hip-slimming skirt.

DELTA UPSILON

Sizes S, M, L...$8.95

Pledges of DU hosted their membership at a picnic Saturday,
April 11th. This was held at Oakdale Reservoir. The day was high
lighted by swimming and sunbathing and concluded by dancing at
the DU fraternity house that evening.
Delta Upsilon's pledge dance, "South Sea," will be held on Apn
18th at their house. This will be a costume dance presented by their
spring pledge class.
Doyle Wright has been appointed scholarship chairman for DU.

(b) Next to Nothing, sun-baring Bikini in

Galey & Lord Shaghark plaid cotton. Sizes S, M, L...$10.95
(c) Peep Show, figure-flattering mio, with built-up top.
Dotted nylon Helanca and Lastex unit. Sizes 32 to 38...$ 19.9 5
Come in today—and see how much more a
Catalina enhances your special beauty!

PHI DELTA CHI

The Alpha Psi Chapter of Phi Delta Chi donated 100 hours o
labor to the School of Pharmacy last Saturday to prepare it for the
arrival of the accreditation team which visited the campus for two
days.
Friday, the 17th, Phi Delta Chi will have the car wash with Man
or Hall which was purchased at the W.U.S. Auction.
Saturday, April 18, is the date of the Annual Bohemian Dance
sponsored by the pledge class. The dance will be at the Union Ha
from 9 until 1. The theme for the dance will be on the order of t e
Zodiac Club, from the movie, "Bell, Book and Candle."

often WWizmo
*

,u

on the

„

Avenue

RHO LAMBDA PHI

Rhizite pledges took their sneak Thursday, April 9th, at vv
o'clock in the morning. Fifteen active members were captured, an
a series of clues were phoned in during the day until those remain
ing at the fraternity house found the group. All returned to camPu
about 10 p.m. that evening.
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Shirley - Skip
Engaged
Following Epsilon Lambda Sigma's dress dinner of April 9, four
members were asked to read ro
mantic poems. Balloons were
popped revealing the name of the
young couple. "Shirley and Skip .
was inscribed on heartshaped
slips of paper. This was the an- j
nouncement of Shirley Daulton's |
engagement to Skip Zwanck.
Shirley has been very active or.
the COP campus since arriving
here as a freshman from Yuba
City. She has been chairman of
the Anderson "Y" "Chat Sheet".!
member of the "Y" Executive'
Board, a SPUR member, and ac |
five in CSTA. She is presently j Shirley and Skip plan to be marcorresponding secretary of AWS ried 1,1 JulY °f I960and serves Epsilon as house man
ager. Shirley is a junior elemen-'
tary education major.
Skip, also from Yuba City, at
tended Yuba College before being 11
employed by the Department of
Water Resources in Sacramento. |
Following a 5 year courtship,!

By RONI WILLIAMS

Tau Kappa Kappa looks to the
top for Woman of the Week, their
president, Carol Blackham. How
ever, in size, she is in the 5 foot
i and under bracket. This bubbly
blond junior adds a great deal to
jjer sorority.
irilj
In the past she has served as
social chairman, musician and
vice president of Tau Kappa. She
was on the homecoming court in
her sophomore year. Currently
she is engaged in a cappeila and
Katy - Walt
CSTA activities.
Hailing from the Nevada me
Pinned
Margaret - Dare
tropolis of Ely, Carol came to Pa
Katy Hollis chose Epsilon's
cific .because of the music depart
Engaged
dress dinner on the evening of
ment, but she is not a music ma
April 9 to announce her pinning
The passing of a white spiral
jor as one might suspect. She is
to Walt Christophersen. Before a
an elementary education major pink candle adorned with heather candle after Zeta Phi's Rush
breakfast Sunday, April 5, an
and has been since she entered
and pink baby roses was circu nounced the engagement of Mar
Pacific.
lated among the Epsilon Lambda
I Carol's plans for after gradua Sigma members, a beautiful po garet Allen to Dave Clack. The
tion are not very definite. She em was interpreted by Geraldine traditional box of candy was sent
by Dave.
would like to either work or Kennon.
Margaret, a member of Zeta buy now
teach. (For her there is a distinc
Katy is a sophomore from Oak Phi, is a senior elementary educa
tion between the two.) If she de
cides on the latter it will be some land, majoring in Drama. She has tion major. She is active in Cen
been active in the Pacific Thea tral Collegiates and CSTA. Stock
where in northern California, and tre.
ton, her home town, is where she
either first or third grades will be
A junior speech major, Walt at hopes to teach next year.
her domain.
Carol loves to swim. In the op tended Drake University before
Dave, a member of Alpha Kap
transferring to COP. Hailing
posite season she loves to ski. All
pa Lambda is presently working
from Arlington Heights, Illinois,
year round she loves to play the
for the Highway Patrol in Stock
Walt is an active participant at ton. He is originally from Mon
piano. For other relaxations and
KCVN, and a member of Alpha tana.
pure enjoyments she chooses
Epsilon Rho, the national radio
"bits of everything."
Later Sunday afternoon, at an
and television broadcasting fra
Happy choosing, Carol Blackternity. He serves his AEP chap Open House given by Margaret's
ham and congratulations!
ter as parliamentarian. As the parents, the engagement was am
Personnel Manager of the Pacific nounced to close friends and rela
Weekly, he is the creator of "Me tives. Wedding plans are set for
and Socrates." Active in the Rally August 15 at Morris Chapel.
Committee, Walt is a member of
Rho Lambda Phi.
Sandi - Jim

your complete school wardrobe — use our fashion accounts

takes

An aqua candle decorated with
fragrant pink sweetheart roses |
accompanied by the reading of 11
Corinthians, verse thirteen read
by Denise Fedigan announced the j
pinning of Sandi Collins and Jim |
McRea. This beautiful and tradi
tional ceremony took place on the
evening of April 9th at Tau Kap
pa Kappa's dress dinner.
Sandi is a sophomore elemen- j
tary education major from San
Leandro. Jim is from North Hol
lywood and is affiliated with Del-1
ta Upsilon Fraternity.
*
Jim announced his pinning by
passing cigars during the house f
meeting, and Bob Doyle read a i
poem which hinted to the occa-1
sion.

"Intercollegiate
Ball"

Tonight

and puts them on the prism toe pump
*100

Splendrous Diamond Dings

with a shaped dancer's heel.
White Kid with two shades of blue used

*150

in the bows — 17.95

• Round-cut diamonds!
• Emerald-cut diamonds!
• Marquise-cut diamonds!
Our selection is one of the finest, and
you may be sure that every ring is an
outstanding value! The scrupulously
selected, blue-white diamonds, are ex
cellent in cut, color and fiery radiance.

*200

*250

f

*300

Easy terms of course!

BQRELLI
2043 PACIFIC AVE. °

S

HO 2-2443

*350

-iU.
i^^^wrwvv i-fvuat1700 Pacific Ave.
park free — spacious — convenient — open monday 'til 9

-
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BLOCK "P" PRESENTS TEN BIG EVENTS
Queen Selection
Prior To Fights
Tonight COP will present its
annual boxing show which is
sponsored by the Block "P',
COP's athletic society. It will fea
ture six boxing matches, a wrest
ling tag team match, a judo ex
hibition, and two "kiddie" bouts.
The show will get underway at;
approximately 7:30 in the COP
gym.
Also on the agenda is the selec
tion of a queen from among five |
of COP's loveliest coeds. The
members of the block "P" will
vote for their queen candidate
prior to the boxing show, and the
Getting ready for the big fight tonight are Henry Wallace (on
Pictured above are five of COP's loveliest coeds who have been queen selected will reign over the the right) at 195 lbs. who will take on John Hunter also at 19o lbs.
selected by the Block "P" Athletic Society as queen candidates for evenings fisticuffs, and present Hunter is a student at Sierra Junior College where he was thenthe boxing show tonight. The queen chosen will be crowned prior trophies to most pleasing boxer, star football player. The fight is tabbed as the main event of the
to the matches. Front row L. to R. Judy Jordan, Kathy Townsend, and to the best fight of the eve evening, as both Wallace and Hunter have had some experience with
and Joan Moore. Back row: L. to R. Susan Brock, and Marsha Mc ning.
the gloves.
Donnell.
DIGNITARIES PRESENT
Some of Stockton's dignitaries dents and $1.00 for non-students. |
will also be present to add some
GOLFERS MEET
color to the show and to act in BOXING CARD LINEUP IS THE
SANTA CLARA
various capacities. Chief of Police FOLLOWING:
Jack
O'Keefe, County Sheriff Car Bob Sartwell, 195 lbs. vs. Kirk
Pacific's golf team, still seeking
Hepworth, 190 lbs.
their first victory, faces Santa los Souza, Stockton Record Sports
COP's rally committee, head
Today's tennis match is the Clara Monday at Santa Clara.
Editor John Peri, and Mayor Har Henry Wallace, 195 lbs. vs. John ed by Rally Commissioner Rich
last home contest of the season
Hunter, 195 lbs.
Last Friday the Bengals lost vey M. Stull will judge the re
Roberts has arranged with the
for the Tiger netter'as they host
to Sacramento St. 26-1 at a match spective bouts, while Coach Geo. Lionel Sequeira, 220 lbs. vs. John Stockton Ports Baseball club
the Fresno State Bulldogs at 2:30
Ransome, 225 lbs.
played at Sacramento. Bob Doyle Dickson will referee, and Ed Zufor a "COP Visits the Stockton
this afternoon.
Frank Kamian, 150 lbs. vs. Chuck Ports" night on April 24.
was medalist for Pacific with a chelli will do the announcing.
Coach Mel Moretti is forced to
Verduzzco, 155 lbs.
74. Picking up Pacific's single
A special COP student price
The main event of the evening
be a little pessimistic about this
Dick Garvey, 158 lbs. vs. Bruce of 90c will admit two students
point was 3rd man Bud Estrim.
will
pit
COP's
Henry
(The
Tank)
match, as Fresno clobbered the
Fornell, 160 lbs.
But new hope has come to Pa Wallace, star fullback of last
to the ball game at Billy HeTigers last year and is very like
cific's linkster's with the return years eleven, against John Hun Irve Danis, 148 lbs. vs. Tim Royce, bert field in a special reserved
ly to do so again this time. Fres
142 lbs.
of A1 Simi, a letterman from last ter, who is from Sierra JC where
seating section. Roberts is also
no's number one man is highly
WRESTLING TAG TEAM
year's
squad.
getting in touch with all the
he
was
their
top
football
player.
rated. In any case, the Tigers will
MATCH
living
groups to present some
The
heaviest
match
of
the
eve
have their hands full and will
Roland Rutter, 205 lbs. and Bob pre-game entertainment for the
have to go in fighting to try for afternoon. Ron and Tom defeated ning will find Lionel Sequeira at
Denton, 230 lbs. vs. Joe Malpu Stockton Ports fans.
Nielson and Williams of Sac 220 lbs. facing John Ransome at
a win.
suto, 210 lbs. and Wayne Haw
225
lbs.,
this
fight
can
be
classi
Tickets can now be pur
No other games have been State to save the Tigers from be
kins, 225 lbs.
fied
as
an
over
the
weight
scrape.
chased
at the PSA office or at
ing
blanked
completely.
scheduled this week. Next Fri
the various living groups.
It was another story for COP The lightest match will find Irve JUDO EXHIBITION
day, the Bengals journey to MorMitch Yamamoto vs. Adrian Vera
The Stockton Ports are mem
last Friday when the Tigers Danis at 148 lbs. tangling with
aga to battle St. Mary's.
bers of the California State
Tim Royce at 142 lbs.
hosted
the
Santa
Clara
Broncs.
LOSE TO SAC.
Along with the boxing card the
league, which is class "C" di
On Wednesday, April 8, the Although the Broncs won, it was
fans will be treated to a good
vision. On that night they will
J>y
the
very
close
score
of
54,
and
Hornets from Sacramento State
wrestling tag team match which
host the Reno Silversox, and
invaded Stockton to defeat the Santa Clara had to stack their pits Roland Rutter, and Bob Den
team
to
gain
the
victory.
Pacific's swimming team will it will only be the second
Tigers. The Bengals showed im
ton against Wayne Hawkins and have its final meet of the season league game of the season for
provement in this match, as they WALSH, LANDECK WIN
Dick Walsh, in the number one Joe Malpusuto. These same fel this Saturday when they partici both teams.
scored one point. In the previous
position,
defeated his man hand lows wrestled last year and put pate in the Davis relays on the
meeting with Sac State this year,
ily, 6-2, 6-2. Don Landeck also won on a h - - - ck of a "show." Also campus of the University of Cali
Pacific was blanked.
on the card is a judo match find
fornia at Davis.
After losing five single matches his singles for Pacific, taking
ing
Mitch Yamamoto against Ad
Many things happened to the
and one double contest, all in three sets to do it, 6-1, 2-6, and 7-5.
rian Vera, which should be very Tigers last week. All of them
straight sets, Ron Loveridge and Ron Loveridge, Bill Powell, and
interesting.
good. In the first place, wins
Tom Marovich teamed together in Tom Marovich lost their matches
Block "P" President Bob Den against San Francisco State, 53to
Santa
Clara's
Hihghly
seeded
Spring practice is right around
the last set to score a win for the
ton and matchmakers Wayne 33, and Fresno State, 58-27, were
the corner for members of the
Tigers, 6-4, and 6-1. These were players. Then in the last singles
Hawkins and Sherman White
posted.
COP varsity football team.
the only two sets won by COP all match, Ron Helgeson came from
urge all students (both male and
behind to win 5-7, 6-0, 6-2.
Coach Jack "Moose" Meyers
In doubles play, Dick Walsh females) to attend the show for ROBINSON AGAIN
will greet 56 candidates for the
As to individual performances,
and Don Landeck scored an easy an evening of laughs and enjoy
1959 varsity on Monday, May 4,
ment.
Denton
promises
that
the
Tom
Robinson again put himself
6-1, 64 victory. Powell and Helge
for the first of 20 practice ses
son lost their match. Then, in the fellows will try to keep the blood in the limelight as he set two sions which will culminate with
new school, pool and meet rec
deciding contest, Tom Marovich down to a minimum.
the second annual Varsity-Alum
Tickets will cost 50c for stu- ords. These records came in the
and Ron Loveridge were pitted
ni Game to be played on Friday
100 yard butterfly and the 200
against Regas and Campbell of
night, May 29 in the Pacific BowlTHE TUITION AT SCHOOL
Sac State. COP won the first set, This was the closest match of the butterfly.
Leading the returning varsity
Still another mark was broken members is Pacific's All-Ameri
MAY RISE —
6-4, but was blanked in the sec season for COP, but Santa Clara
had just a little too much power, when the 400 yard free style relay can, Leading Ground Gainer, 0
ond, 6-0.
BUT HERE, WHERE YOU GET
In the third set, Ron and Tom and came through for the win, team smashed the school record. tal Offense Leader, arid Leading
fought for the needed win before 5-4. Friday's loss left the Tigers It seems that Tom Robinson even Scorer Dick Bass, along with most
THE MOST OUT OF YOUR
had a hand in these records. He
finally losing in a long set, 8-6. with a 3-3 season record.
of last year's starting line whic
swam
tremendous legs on both
CLEANING DOLLAR,
opened the holes for his recor
record breaking relays.
Coming up from last fall's fme
THE PRICES STAY LOW
With these wins Pacific now
freshman team are many possi i
has a season record of seven wins
ities or the Tiger's first squadsand four losses. This means that
These include fullback Dick Sco are best spent sipping tall cool drinks at the
it is impossible for the Tigers to
named the outstanding player o
DRIVE-IN
friendly, cool place called The End Zone. Why don't you make
have a losing season.
the freshman team, and linema
it a habit of dropping in and relaxing after a hard day of study.
Dolph Trotter, Carl Overstreet,
REAL ITALIAN PIZZA (CHEESE)
and Dan Silva.
Small 75c
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
Among the Junior Co e
SPAGHETTI AL DENT
transfer
students are seV®
with
plenty
of
sauce
—
50c
George Nieson — South Hall
members of the JC All-Atner1
Your Campus Representative
Sundays till 10:00 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs. till 10:30 p.m.
teams which played at FaC1
1019 N. WILSON WAY HO 5-7594
at Christmas.

COP Visits The
Stockton Ports

Tennis Squad
Hosts Fresno

MERMEN JOURNEY
TO DAVIS RELAYS

Spring Practice
To Begin May 4

FELLAS!

HOT NIGHTS...

CLEANERS

THE END ZONE

GERRY'S PIZZERIA

r

Poge Seven
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rSorn' Nieien Larr^ pitm.n, Bruce
"jer'ry '^Ula?RDkk I
**ass» Jerr> Carter, frrank Lowery, Jim Nixon, and Bruce McClain. '

Outstanding Senior Athlete
To Be Given Laack Trophy
Members of the Pacific Chapter
of Delta Upsilon are initiating a
perpetual trophy in honor of their
late brother, Galen Laack. This
will be known as the Galen Laack
Memorial Trophy and will be
awarded to the most outstanding
senior athlete at College of the
Pacific this spring. The purpose
of this award is to retain the
"Spirit of Galen Laack."
Candidates from the eight vars
ity teams at Pacific have been se
lected by their teammates. The
most outstanding will be chosen
from the list of eight on the PSA
Mardi Gras Ballot. The person re
ceiving the most first place votes
will receive the trophy. Consola
tion awards will be given to the
seven other candidates.

golf; Don Landeck, tennis; Dave
Klurman, basketball; Bob Coronado, baseball; Jerry Gleason,
track; Tom Robinson, swimming;
and John Felix, water polo.

INSPIRATIONAL ATHLETE
Galen was an outstanding per
COP's baseball squad will close out their league competition tomorrow when they host the LSI
sonality as well as athlete. His
character and spirit made him an Dons in a twin bill at Hebert Field starting at 1 P.M. Photo shows front row U to B. Dave Benjer.
'
inspiration to all who knew him. Gene Pike, Chuck Verduzzco, Joy Gritts, Mel Shepherd, Bob Coronado, Leon \\ atkhis, Bob
Before attending College of the Sapp, and Gene Stafford. Back row L. to R. Gary Russell. Hap Vasconl, Bob ^0^°, *>*> Mamie*
Pacific in 1959, he was a member Gary Hubb, Herm Lrenda, Dick Bass, A1 Saunders, Ken Dean, and Coach Sid (Casey) liau.
of the United States Air Force.
WACA BASEBALL STANDINGS
As a freshman student in the fall
(As of Mon., April IS)
of 1953 and spring of '54, Galen,
L
W
a fullback, was selected the most
1
Santa
Clara
-10
outstanding frosh football player.
8
4
COP
.
He also played the positions of
5
had to come from behind with San Jose
1
The
Tigers
baseball
squad
host
guard in basketball and outfield
8
2
three
runs
in
the
fifth
to
get
the
USF
the
USF
Dons
in
a
doubleheader
in baseball. In fall 1954 and, spring
11
St.
Mary's
0
'55, Laack was a member of the tomorrow starting at 1 P.M. at win. St. Mary's scored one in the
GOOD SCHOLARSHIP
varsity football, basketball, and Billy Hebert Field. These will be first and led until the bottom of
To be eligible for the Memorial baseball teams. Between fall sem
the fifth when the Tigers erupted
Trophy, the candidate must be a ester, 1955, and spring semester, their final league games of the
for their big Inning. Gary Rus
season.
They
have
one
more
game
graduating senior in June or have 1957, he participated in varsity
with Nevada University on next sell, Bob Lolerero, and Gene Staf
graduated in February, 1959. He football and baseball. In Galen's
Tuesday before they finally hang ford made possible the runs each
Women's Recreation Associa
should be active in campus activ senior year, he played in the Easttion held an Individual Sports
ities and have a good scholastic West Game and won honorable up their bats and cleats.
driving one across.
Day Sat., April 11th. Schools par
Coach Sid Hall has nominated
standing. At no time should a mention in All-Coast. In this same
In a heart breaker at Stanford ticipating were Modesto Junior
candidate have had any major year, Laack was drafted by the Bob Coronado and Gene Stafford
last week Pacific got two-hit College, Stockton Junior College,
trouble with the school adminis Washington Redskins, and, in to pitch against the Dons.
pitching from four hurlers, but Sierra Junior College, University
tration, and, most of all, the can 1957 and 1958, he played football
SIIEPPAItD AND STAFFORD
it was to no avail as they dropped of Nevada, Chico State College
didate must be outstanding at Pa for the Saskatchewan Rough Rid
Last Sat. pitchers Mel Sheppard a non-conference game to Stan and College of the Pacific. Sports
cific in the sport he is represent ers, a pro Canadian team, and
and
Stafford limited St. Mary's ford 2-1 in 10 innings. Mel Shep that the girls participated in were
coached frosh basketball for the
ing.
to seven hits in a twin bill at Billy herd the last of the parade of archery, golf, tennis, badminton,
Those selected from the eight College of the Pacific.
Laack met his tragic death on Hebert Field for 8-4 and 3-1 vic moundmen was tagged with the and bowling. Winners from Col
varsity teams that will appear on
, the Mardi Gras Ballot are: Bob December 31, 1958, through an tories. The wins increased their defeat. Pacific recorded its only lege of the Pacific were Gay Cur
rier for badminton singles, Linda
Hicks, football; Bruce MacLean, automobile accident near Pleas- record to 8 and 4 in conference tally in the second on Bob Gatiss
anton, California. At this time, he play. In the opener timely hits double, a fielders choice and an Kelly for golf, Carolyn Watson,
runner-up (golf). Connie Davis
was playing pro football for the by Bob Gatiss and Alan Saunders error.
had the individual high score and
Tracksters Travel
Philadelphia Eagles. His other paced the attack. Batiss and Saun
was a member of the winning
accounted
for
half
of
runs
ders
TIGER
TIDBITS
activities include serving as vice
To San Francisco;
Dick Bass has quit the squad team in bowling.
president of Omega Phi and pres with two runs batted in a piece.
Coed volleyball started Monday
The Bengals scored in fours to concentrate on studies. Bob
ident of Block "P."
Lose to Nevada
to win the first game. They Coronado sat out last Saturday's night, April 13th and will continue
to April 15th, 20th and 23rd. Twen
hopped on St. Mary's pitching for
Pacific's tracksters went down
880—Sharp (N), Davis (P), Mey four runs in the first and four in game because of a sore arm. Bob ty teams are entered. Come and
before the strong University of
Gatiss leads the team in hitting
ers (N). T—2:02.6
the fifth. Mel Sheppard went the with a 310 average, followed by see your favorite team win.
Nevada last Saturday in Baxter
Mile—Sharp (N), Eberly (N), Madistance to pick up the win.
Stadium. The team from Reno
Bob Maaxuca at 294, Dave Bender, Championship games will be
this (P). T—4:86.9
played April 23rd.
decisively beat the Bengals/ 73-57
287,
and Joey Gritts at 256.
Two Mile—Eberly (N), Gleason In the second game the Tigers
Pacific's oval men had the help
(P), Schelky (N). T—10:48.7
of Ola Murchinson, an outstand 120 High Hurdles—Hector (P),
ing man from last year who just
Challender (N), Harris (N).
got over an operation on the car
P l a y - p u l a i n Sun. Sand a n d S u r f !
T—15.3
tilage in his knee.
220 Low Hurdles—Challender (N)
Murchinson managed to win the
Hector (P), Burn (N). T 24.6
high jump at 6' 2", but he did not Broad Jump—Hector (P), Ritchie
place in the 100. Ola should be in
(N), Wallace (P). D—23-1%
much better shape for the meet High Jump—Murchinson (P), tie
tomorrow against San Francisco
between Bryant and Hector (P).
State there.
H—6-2
Willie Hector was a double win Discus—Wallace (P), Wright (P),
California knee'lenf/ih
ner for COP; taking the broad
Lommori (N). D—143-4
a n d c a l f - l e n t f i h CUHUMIH
jump and the 120 high hurdles. Javelin—Lommori (N), look (N),
Bob Recknagel was defeated for
Scott (P)
the first time this year in the 100 Pole Vault—Harris (N), Nenzel
*>» ^
Recknagel picked up seconds in
(N). D—13-2
the 100 and 220. Pacific should Shot Put—Cook (N), Wallace (P)
take 'San Francisco State even
Trotter (P). D—15.0
though they feel the loss of Bob Mile Relay—Nevada (Pacific for
Cabanyog through scholastic trou
INSIST
feit)
bles.
ON THIS
1*1(1
100—Shrunk (N), Recknagel (P),
Ritchie (N). T—9.9.
Convert Your
220—Strunk (N), Recknagel (P)
Side-striped in the latest fashion,
Ritchie (N). T—21.4
Tape Recorder
with wide, overlapped waistband,
440—Davis (P), Stikes (P), Prida
to a SLEEP LEARNING
flapped change pocket and single
(N). T—51.2
buttoned hip pocket. L o n g -wearing,

Baseballers Conclude League
Play In Twin Bill Against USF

W.R.A. Sport Day;
Coed Volleyball Soon

MEMORY UNIT

GROW THAT BEARD

Don't forget to let thee olde
beard grow for Mardi Gras.
Prizes will be given for the
neatest, longest, best attempt,
and best all-around beard.

AT REASONABLE COST

Quality
Recording Service
1217 N. WILSON WAY
HO 4-7464

high-lustre twill in colors and white.

6 to 12, 3.50
26 to 38, 4.95 A 4.50

at your Favorite

Campus Store
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Confidential

~~Who's Who
In Pacific Theatre

Here We Go Again!

Well, the line, the smile, and
Last week we took a public
opinion poll to find out just what free cigarette are a thing of the
you readers thought of this col past, and sorority pledging has set
umn. However, because of some in. What is pledging like? It is a
By TOM CLOUD
Tom Cloud of the rather strong language series of bed-ripping, furniture
FINE ARTS EDITOR
ASSISTANTS
Marshii McDonnell, John Fisher, Tony Beltramo used by many of the people be flipping, hidden ash trays and
ing polled, we were forced to give kitchen utensils, goats, geese lay
up the whole idea. Someone told ing eggs in frat living rooms, hole
me later that perhaps next time poking in tooth paste tubes, miss
shouldn't start interviewing ing personals and persons, and a
On the wide expanse, where the qement's free-lance,
thousand surprises. Each pledge
people in Archania until last.
There are many tales of woe.
class is different and you never
They appear the fad, and it's truly too bad;
One interesting thing did arise know what they will do next to
The place where death has a show.
from the limited poll which was the members, and, ineed, vice
Now this is my story, disgustingly gory;
taken. Many of the interviewers versa. It is have fun, be bad, and
One without reason or rhyme.
wanted to know how I stayed run. Like this week, Tau Kappa's
The road holds in its arms with its painted white charms,
alive, to which I answered . . . pledges were dumped in ArchanThe man who tries to save time.
Well if it's Monday I get up at ia's water trough for kidnapping
It pushes him on, 'til he's nearly gone,
7:30 to the dreamy sounds of my d beginning Archite. Alpha TheMad in his lust for speed.
radio alarm. Actually I don't have te's 11 are wandering around at
He starts to go faster in his motorized caster,
a radio alarm, but my roommate the wee hours with cerise paint
Fred Vallier is a well known
Once planted, a dangerous seed.
sings in his sleep so there is little~ , dripping from their hands and
name in Pacific Theatre, He has
Death holds a bloody grip on the stupid drip
appeared in several productions,
difference and besi es
ere are
Epsilon's big 29 have tatooed
w, v.mnlo Upon
TTrvnn putting
rmttinCT my
mV
_
Who speeds while he is driving.
no commercials.
among those in which he per
innocent autos. Morning seren
So his driving faster, will lead to disaster:
clothes on, I feel my way to the ades will continue, study tables
formed admirably were, "Separ
For death you'd think he's striving.
kitchen where upon entering the begin, members light up at the
ate Tables," "The Enchanted Cot
—John Fisher
cook says to me "I didn't sleep so mention of Hell Week, and
tage," "Career," and "Sign of
well last night so I got up at 2 pledges will keep it up.
Jonah."
a.m.
and made myself a peanut
Perhaps one of the nicest qual
Conversation overheard by Mic
butter and onion sandwich; you
ities which may be attributed to
key
Babb in vicinity of the Ad
know onions make you sleep bet
She speaks, and yet she doesn't speak at all,
this theatrical personage is his
Building between Dean Davis and
ter."
That
naturally
makes
me
But rather sings a song so soft and pure
lack of mendacity. He is (if I have
feel very hungry so I leave the two janitors:
That angels turn to listen to the call
not been deliberately deceived)
First Janitor: "It's oil base."
kitchfen before getting sick. Then
Of one so near perfection and so sure
one of the most sincere and veSecond
Janitor: "It is, huh?"
I pick up my big thick books from
God gave her life, and too that life is good.
voted thespians I have ever met.
Dean Davis: "It will be re
the
hall
table
where
I
had
left
Her soul directs in everything she does;
At the present time, Fred is in
them Friday afternoon and head moved."
In thought and deed she shows a womanhood
rehearsal for a major role in
for the Ad Building.
That's been conceived but never really was
George and Ira Gershwin's musi
Once out in the sunlight my
Until she made of it reality.
cal of the twenties, "Oh Kay." His
eyes begin to function and low
Her eyes benumb me; depth untold is there,
performance by fellow actors (?)
and behold there are four young Friday, April 17—
And from that vibrant depth she speaks to me
has been labeled as "something
Block P Boxing Show. 7:30 to
men playing 4-square in their
Of happiness and warmth and things to share.
tremendous." Fred is an alive and
10:00
P.J.'s. To add to the confusion
Oh God, how beautiful and good she is,
animated personality. In fact,
Soph Doll Dance. 9—1
Dennis Levett, Seventeen Maga
And how my love for her can't help but be.
Roger McManus, an up-coming
zine's answer to Playboy of the Saturday, April 18—
—Anonymous
star, had this to say about Fred:
Baseball—U.S.F. (here) 1:00
Week, is standing in his bathrobe
"He has a sparkle which adds ex
D.U. Pledge Dance. 9—12
talking to about a hundred fe
citement to the production—yet
LLOYD
GABBERT
Around
'n
About
males. They all have tears rolling Monday, April 20—
he needs to learn to work his dia
Co-ed Volleyball. 7:00
down their pretty faces because
By MARSHA McDONNELL
phragm.". (Critics can be found
TO PRESENT
C.S.T.A. Meeting. 7:15—9:00
Denny has just told them of the
everywhere—even in the untouch
This week opens a flood of
(110 Owen)
close
call
he
had
with
death
while
ables!)
spring color such as the Custom RECITAL SUNDAY in the infirmary with the mumps.
Philosophy Club Meeting. 7:30
Sunday, April 19, is the date set Well to make a long story short, Tuesday, April 21—
Reflecting the past years that Auto Show and the Oakland Gar
Fred has been with us, I asked den Show in the Bay area. Satur for Lloyd Gabbert's senior recital. I finally make it to my 8 o'clock *Chapel and Newman Club
The recital, to be held in the class which is very interesting
Baseball—U. of Nevada. 1:00
him what production he enjoyed day, April 18, the California
(here)
most. He gave special credit to Spring Garden and Home Show conservatory auditorium at 4.00 but not quite as thrilling as my 9
Studio Theater's "Enchanted Cot opens with its theme "Northern p.m., will feature Lloyd, playing o'clock, "Outdoor Cooking." On Wednesday, April 22—
Alpha Thete—Archania Ex
tage." Fred played the role as the Lights and Southern Shadows" trumpet with an organ accompan my way to this class I generally
change. 6—8
blind Major Murray Hilgrove. He in honor of Alaska and Hawaii, iment by Dr. Schilling. He will run into, not literally, Sally Copp.
Epsilon—Rhizomia Exchange.
was commended for a well pol respectively. In the sports world also play contemporary trumpet Sally is one of the more interest
6—8
ished performance. His diction the Giants launched their home and piano works with the assist ing personalities here at COP be
was as clear as crystal, and his season at Seals Stadium, Tuesday ance of Mr. LaMond on the piano. cause she is currently entered in Thursday, April 23—
Also on the program will be the nation-wide "Gidget" contest,
Sophomore General Culture
acting was by far one of the most afternoon by playing the Chicago
Henry
Avila, graduate clarinet and furthermore she will probab
Cubs.
'Test. 8:00 a.m.
successful ones in the play . . .
*Forum Arts Credit
The Custom Rod and Antique student, playing Brahms Sonata. ly be on the Ernie Ford Show
However, popular opinion has it
Show opens at 6 p.m. Thursday
next week with the seven other
that Fred will change his senti
in Mole Hall. For good stage Balshoi dancers production of finalists. Good luck Sally. About front and with a big smile I say
ments about his favorite role
shows see "Not in the Book" now "Romeo and Juliet opens Wednes 9:30 I begin to get sick and, thus, "He's gone with Nancy Austin to
upon the completion of this pres
playing every evening at 8:30 at day at the Balboa.
can't eat my own cooking because a Hawaiian Club meeting."
ent production. This year's musi
Billy Ekstine is at the Fairmont I am thinking of the peanut but
the Alcazar and "Guys and Dolls"
On this rather depressing
cal has an involved plot concern
this week, and Gerry Muligan is ter and onion sandwich and, there thought—we part. But before go
ing bigamy, bootlegging, and opening April 24 at the San Fran
cisco Opera Ring. The Russian at the Blackhawk.
fore, I get an F for the day in ing ten yards I am greeted by Pat
other popular sports of the nine
"Outdoor Cooking" which de Lillie, this week's runner-up to
teen twenties. Fred, in the role of
the Playgirl. Pat immediately be
presses me greatly.
Larry Potter, a bootlegger, is
But the day is not a total loss gins to quiz me on who is Playboy
sure to win the audience with his
for as I'm walking slowly to my of the Week, and I am so de
renditions of the following songs:
10 o'clock "Indoor-Cooking", I spy pressed that even though ijt's Mon
"Clap Your Hands," "Fidgety
the bright smile of Judy Jordan, day I tell her—Gerry Weaver. Im
Feet," and "Don't Ask." He also
dances a step or two to add to the
Confidential's Playgirl of the mediately she throws her arms
Week. As she draws nearer I can around me and-kisses me. Natur
versatility of his acting in this
play. Indeed, this is his biggest
see her sun-tanned face and blond ally I force her away because i
and possibly "best" part since be
hair; then she speaks—"Hello, am secretly in love with our coo ,
ing here at Pacific. As he so
where's Denny?" I think to my Ethel.
Confidentially yours,
pointedly put it: "Musicals are
self how depressing; she didn't
DAVE TOWELL
up my alley. I'm all enthusiasm!"
want me. But I keep up a good

A Ballad of Blood Running Freeway

1

n

If She But Knew...

Social Calendar

I didn't get the feeling that
Fred didn't like me. I didn't ask
him who he was going with. I
didn't receive anything but a fav
orable impression . . .
I wish to thank Tom Clod for
taking over my column during my
absence last week—he made a
fine attempt . . .

COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES
THE MODERN LIBRARY
QUALITY PAPERBACKS
Come browse around
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